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CINEPHORIA: The SLC Film Club was introduced in 2012 with an aim to discuss film as a 
form of art. The club was a platform for the budding film enthusiasts to screen &amp; 
discuss films that were of great value- ranging from its theme to its importance as a 
piece of work. The underlying motive of this club is to keep the spirit of films alive, to 
enhance it as an art form. And to fulfill that the club has been actively screening and 
discussing films of different kinds in its events. 
 
Cinephoria was engaged in screening films from all genres. We had participation from 
students across disciplines. The Club worked under the guidance of three faculty 
members namely: 
Dr. Abhija Ghosh (a Cinema specialist & a Fullbright scholar & an English dept faculty) 
Mr. Rajarshi Kalita (again a huge film/cinema enthusiast & an English dept faculty) 
Mr. Abbas Tapadar (an FTII certified film scholar and film writer & English dept faculty) 
 
Cinephoria collaborated with the college Dramatics society Jharokha. Cinephoria 
members actively working throughout the session were Ananya Dutta, Pragati Solanki, 
Parth Gautam, Afsha Naaz & Bhumika Singh. 
 
Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 thriller Psycho found a new platform in our very own room- P4 
on 28th August, 2016 where Ashish Atrey and Ananya Dutta (Jharokha members) gave 
an excellent performance as Norman Bates and Marion Crane, the characters of the 
film. The screening was followed and the audience drowned into the black and white 
era, edge-of-the-seat excitement of Hitchcock’s one of the finest works. 
 
The second film that was screened this year was Life Is Beautiful&. It was screened on 
18th September, 2016 in P4. Life Is Beautiful (1997) is a wonderful, tragi-comedy film set 
in the Third Reich as in when Germany was under Hitler rule. The movie unraveled a 
beautiful bond created between a father and his son which moved our audience to 
tears. Though the club had more levels to achieve this year but due to unavailability of 
necessary equipments, it couldn’t. Nonetheless, it was a good year and in hope of 
achieving many more goals in the coming years, members accumulated their learning 
through cinematic screenings. 
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Abhija Ghosh <abhijaghosh@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 7:09 AM
To: abbas.jnu@gmail.com

Dear Abbas, 

Please find attached the flyer and posters for Cinephoria 

I made a few versions. Hope this works! 

--  
Abhija Ghosh
PhD candidate, Cinema Studies
Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi
9999749838

*Nineties* http://sarai.net/tag/abhija-ghosh/#

3 attachments

flyer cinephoria slc.pdf 
109K

Cinephoria Image Poster.pdf 
111K

cinephoria 1.pdf 
543K

Abbasuddin Tapadar <abbas.jnu@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 18, 2017 at 10:13 AM
To: info@fineworkdesignstudio.com

Kindly send 5 each copies of the three poster. 200 gsm will do. Send these separately packed with the delivery. Please don't add
this head in the main Bill 

Thanks  
[Quoted text hidden]
--  
M. Abbasuddin Tapadar 
Deptt of English 
Shyam Lal College  
University of Delhi 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Centre for English Studies (CES) 
School of Languages (SLL&CS) 
Jawaharlal Nehru University 
New Delhi-110067 
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